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Things about which you did not dare think-

On May 11, 2017, at 10:36 AM, wetheepeople@aol.com wrote:
In Response to: HOW CAN ANY AMERICAN BE A DEMOCRAT?
 
 .........The Democratic Party has exposed themselves to be more of a "CULT" then a Political 
party. Their extreme Hatred towards the Winner of the last Election proves that Fact. They 
promote "Acceptance", "Tolerance", and "Diversity", and then (as ALL Cults do), they respond in 
a totally opposite format when they LOSE. They reveal that they are Violent, Mentally deficient 
Hypocrites, that react only to one's affiliation when that affiliation does not reflect their own. Like 
Clones of..... "One-Mind / One-Body" , they oppose all who do Not see as they see!!
     They prescribe to the Destruction of those who oppose or defeat them, though they pretend 
they are "Against Violence". They declare they are United on Women's issues, BUT supported 
one who allowed Molestation, and (alleged), Rapes to follow both her and her Family for over 30 
years. They supported one who took Funds from Foreign countries that Behead, Rape, and 
degrade Women........and they supported her anti-women ways in Silence!! 
 
.....They turned the Eyes away from the TRUTH, only because their Candidate was part of their 
CULT. 
 
**Americans;.....Reflect and remember any / all Cults that have crossed the History pages 
of America, and you will see that these "Sick" People are all one and the same.
 
........NO Political Party that really cares for their Country would perform or act in the way this 
CULT of Liberal Loonies performs. They were Raised and Spoiled by the sacrifice of those who 
Died to Protect the Pursuits of Individual Rights, and they have shown their DISRESPECT, by 
trying to convert this country into a Socialist / Fascist country.
 .......Sadly they are supported by America's largest Traitors / Abusers of Freedom and Individual 
Rights......The (Prostitutes ofPropaganda) (formerly called "Main-Stream Media"),now known as 
our Disgraceful......  PoP  Media..........Shameless, Liars, and  Betrayers of America! .....Many 
who are also members of this Traitorous CULT, who lack the ability to discern and report ONLY 
the Truth. 
...........The Day should arrive where we consider Exiling, any within the PoP Media, who have 
taken the Valuable Gift of Free speech, and have Misused it, Abused it, and shown an Absolute 
Disrespect to our Fellow Americans who Died to protect these Precious 
Gifts!!................Gifts,Now being carelessly Discarded by those in (PoP), wishing the Destruction 
of a Country that only wanted to give People the Individual Freedoms they Longed-for in 
Foreign lands!!.....There is NO Greater Enemy to America, then those who turn Freedoms 
Granted to them into Weapons to use Against US..........Against ALL of America!!!
..........................There is NO Democratic Party............Only Deranged Cultist who wish the 
Destruction of ALL who Oppose them!!.....................
 
Thomas Pastore / Vietnam Veteran / USMC, with Eyes Wide-Open and seeing the need to 
Clean-up America, or the Dream will DIE!!

05-11-17-Thomas Pastore:  Clean-up America, or the Dream will DIE!!
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